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ABSTRACT: The formation of nanocrystals is at the heart of various scientific disciplines, but the atomic 
mechanisms underlying the early stages of crystallization from supersaturated solutions are still rather un-
clear. Here, we used in-situ liquid-phase scanning transmission electron microscopy to study at the atomic 
level the very early stages of gold nanocrystal growth, and the evolution of its crystallinity. We found that 
the nucleation is initiated by the formation of poorly-crystalline nanoparticles. These are transformed into 
monocrystals via nanocrystallization governed by a complex process of multiple out-and-in exchanges of 
matter between a crystalline-core and a disordered-shell, referred to as the cluster-cloud. Our observations at 
the crystal/cluster-cloud interface during growth demonstrate that the initially formed nanocrystals expel the 
poorly-crystallized phases as nanoclusters into the cluster-cloud, then re-adsorb it by two distinct pathways: 
namely by (i) monomer attachments and (ii) nanocluster coalescence. This growth process eventually leads 
to the formation of monocrystalline nanoparticles. 
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TEXT: Nanomaterials have received considerable attention due to their diverse applications in medicine, 

agriculture, energy technologies, and so forth.1-4 Understanding the formation of nanoparticles is essential 

for controlling their synthesis and properties.5-7 Accordingly, there have been numerous studies on the nu-

cleation and growth of nanoparticles, which have enabled rapid progress in nanoparticle synthesis for specific 

applications.8 In spite of this, the early stages of crystallization are still illusive and many questions remain 

open. For example, the exact pathway from a molecular structure to a crystal is often missing, occurring at 

the atomic scale on short time scales.9-13 In the 1990s, a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study re-

vealed that many nanoparticles (NPs) of a few nanometers in size are in a "quasi-molten" state, in which their 

structure and shape fluctuate from one state to another.14 In 2005 it was reported that the growth of CdSe 

NPs is accompanied by crystallization and shape reconstruction of initially amorphous NPs.15 Different the-

oretical studies of ZnS (3.4nm) and CdSe (2-4nm) nanoparticles also show that their growth begins with a 

highly disordered shell and a crystalline core.16, 17 TEM studies of the early stages of nanocrystallization of 

minerals (e.g. calcium carbonate, calcium phosphate, and iron oxide) show that the nucleation of these ma-

terials is initiated by the formation of amorphous NPs that eventually transform into a crystalline NP during 

growth.18, 19 Mirsaidov and co-workers presented a three–step nucleation mechanism for NPs from supersat-

urated aqueous solutions consisting of spinodal decomposition, solidification and crystallization.20 Recently, 

Ruikang and co-workers used observations from in-situ liquid cell (LC) TEM to propose a mechanism for 

nanoparticle nucleation and crystallization with three intermediate steps: prenucleation, nucleation and mat-

uration. In the prenucleation step a cluster-cloud forms from a supersaturated solution, which in the nuclea-

tion step condenses to establish a poorly-crystallized nanoparticle. This precursor phase then undergoes mul-

tiple out-and-in relaxations involving the exchange of matter with the cluster-cloud, to finally form a well-

crystallized NP in the maturation step.21 These studies suggest intermediate steps of crystallization, however 

until now, the underlying detailed, atomic mechanisms of nanocrystallization remain largely unknown. 
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Liquid cell scanning/transmission electron microscopy (LC-S/TEM) is an emerging technology allowing di-

rect and real-time observations of dynamic processes in solution.22-25 Conventional LCs commonly consist 

of two 50 nm thick amorphous silicon nitride membranes, which confine the liquid sample in a volume de-

termined by spacers, ranging from 50 nm to 5 µm.  So far the method has successfully been applied to observe 

chemical reactions and the behaviour of nanomaterials in solution at the nanometer scale, including nuclea-

tion,26-30 growth,31-33 self-assembly,34-37 and particle degradation.38-40 Since the thickness of the LC deter-

mines the achievable resolution, the ~50 nm thick silicon nitride membranes in addition to the encapsulated 

thick liquid layer are a limiting factor to realize atomic-scale observations. Alternatively, non-commercial 

graphene liquid cells (GLCs) provide the opportunity to observe nanoparticles at the true atomic level. Gra-

phene sheets are composed of a few monolayers with an overall thickness below 1 nm, allowing the imaging 

of liquid samples at Ångström level. The impermeability and flexibility of graphene enables the entrapment 

of liquid without risk of leakage to the surrounding vacuum environment of electron microscopes. Moreover, 

the chemical neutrality and electrical conductivity of graphene allows the study of chemical reactions inside 

GLCs while maintaining radiolysis.41, 42 Here, we use optimized GLCs (Supplementary Fig. S1) for in-situ 

liquid-phase S/TEM to investigate the early stages of gold NP formation from supersaturated aqueous solu-

tion via in-situ high-resolution STEM imaging. We study the crystallization mechanism and unravel the 

atomic details of the out-and-in relaxation mechanisms occurring in the crystal, the cluster-cloud, and at the 

interface between them.  

In the work described in this letter, an aqueous solution of 5 mM NaAuCl4 is encapsulated between two 

graphene layers to study the nucleation and growth of Au nanoparticles. The high-energy electron irradiation 

in the TEM affects the solvent solution by generating radical species. The radiolysis of water from the high-

energy electron beam results in the creation of well-established primary products: hydrated electrons (eh-), 

hydrogen radicals (H•), hydroxyl radicals (HO•), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), hydronium ions (H3O+), hydrop-

eroxyl radicals (HO2•), and hydrogen (H2). Strong reducing agents, such as eh- and H•, react with complex 

ions of most metals at diffusion controlled rates. Uniformly distributed within the irradiated area, these agents 

reduce the metal ions to zerovalent metal atoms or atom clusters.43 The reduction of the encapsulated Au 

precursor by the electron beam thus triggers nucleation and growth of Au nanoparticles as shown in Figure 

S2 and Movie S1. The time t = 0 s in the video represents the starting point of imaging in that area, after 

having optimized the experimental conditions in a different area to minimize the beam effect in the area of 

observation. The electron dose and the imaging conditions were optimized to enable the growth of gold 

nanoparticles with kinetics suitable to track the nucleation without inducing unwanted beam effects and par-

ticle coalescence (electron dose rate = 298 electrons/Å2s and recording rate = 2 frames/s).  Figure 1a is a low-

magnification annular dark-field (ADF) STEM image of the area of interest, which was chosen at the edge 

of a liquid pocket where the liquid layer is at its thinnest (< 50 nm) in order to achieve atomic resolution.  
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Figure 1. Encapsulated liquid solution between two graphene membranes and the formed Au nanoparticles. a low-

magnification ADF-STEM image of the edge of a typical graphene liquid pocket after growth of nanoparticles 

showing NPs with cluster-clouds. b and c High-resolution ADF-STEM images of two selected nanoparticles 

(marked by red and blue squares in a) showing clearly the gold NPs surrounded by a shell consisting of a diffuse 

cluster-cloud, the schematic representation on the right hand side of each particle's image, highlighted by dashed 

squares, illustrates the presence of ultra-small nanoclusters in the cluster-clouds which appear as density fluctua-

tions. ADF-STEM images of NPs are shown in false colour.  

The time sequence of ADF-STEM images in Figure 2a shows the prenucleation and nucleation of a selected 

Au nanoparticle, using a false colour representation to highlight the Au rich areas. Here, the region with a 

higher contrast formed at t = 10 s corresponds to an increase in concentration of reduced Au atoms from the 

initially homogeneous solution. After 20 s the intial nucleation occurs by the aggregation of the clusters to 

form a condensed cluster-cloud. Then a sudden collapse of the cluster-cloud occurs and generates a distinct 

particle surrounded by its disordered shell formed by the remains of the original cluster-cloud. These obser-

vations are in line with Ruikang et al.'s reported data of palladium nanoparticle growth.21 We tracked the 

transformation of the projected Au rich area and the mean grey value of the cluster-cloud as function of time 

during the condensation period (Fig. 2b). The plot thus visualizes quantitatively, the point in time when the 

Au rich area suddenly shrinks, which is accompanied by a continual increase of its mean grey value (region 

between two yellow lines in Fig. 2b). Shrinkage and densification clearly indicate condensation of the cluster-

cloud. A video with more details about the real time prenucleation and nucleation processes can be found in 

Movie S2 in the supporting information.  

A typical high-resolution ADF-STEM image of the formed Au particle after 100 s, presented in Figure 2c, 

shows that the nanoparticle is surrounded by a diffuse shell, that acts as an active cluster-cloud in the 

subsequent maturation process. In fact, the particle surrounded by the shell appears to be typical for the 

investigated system which is supported by additional ADF-STEM observations of other nanocrystals that 

confirm this condensation process. Indeed, Figures 1b and 1c show high-resolution ADF-STEM images of 

two representative Au nanoparticles (marked by red and blue squares in Fig. 1a respectively). Based on the 

favorable image contrast for heavy elements in ADF-STEM,  the analysis of the cluster-cloud shows ultra-

small clusters below 1 nm in size, which surround particles of varying sizes, as schematically illustrated in 

Figures 1b and 1c. Due to the reduced Au density, the contrast of the cluster-cloud is lower compared to the 

contrast of the Au nanocrystal. In addition, every cluster-cloud consists of a diffuse shell containing small 

dots with contrasts similar to the contrast intensities of the Au nanoparticles. These localized areas of high 

image intensity are Au nanoclusters and/or single Au atoms.
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Figure 2. Gold nanocrystal prenucleation and nucleation processes via cluster-cloud condensation. a Sequential 

ADF-STEM images, showing the real time transformation of a cluster-cloud to a gold nanoparticle. b Projected 

Au rich  area and mean grey value as function of time during the condensation process. The yellow lines indicate 

the time interval, within which the Au rich area suddenly shrinks. Images are shown in false colour. c ADF-STEM 

images of the particle formed after condensation of the initial cluster-cloud.        

                                                                                                        

After its partial condensation, that led to a poorly-crystalline gold nanoparticle, the remaining cluster-cloud 

continues to play a crucial role in the maturation phase. Continuous transfer of matter between the cluster-

cloud and the Au nanoparticles is documented in Figure 3 (movie S3, supporting information). The real time 

observation using ADF-STEM reveals two main ripening processes. First, the Au nanoparticle releases mat-

ter to form the cluster-cloud (Fig. 3a). Then, in a second step, the released matter is re-adsorbed from the 

cluster-cloud by the core-nanoparticle (Fig. 3c). Using high-resolution ADF-STEM imaging combined with 

fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) (Fig. S3; movie S3), we examined in real-time the changes of the particle's 

crystallinity during this process. Figure 3a shows snapshots from movie S3. The first ADF-STEM image of 

this series shows a poorly-crystalline (polycrystalline) nanocrystal (inset FFT: top-left Fig. 3a) that starts 

losing matter. The released matter does not dissolve in the solution, but instead contributes to the cloud 

surrounding the core nanoparticle (t = 135-165 s). The matter expelled as small clusters (~1 nm in size) is 

indicated by white arrows in Figure 3a. These expelled nanoclusters slowly dissolve in the cluster-cloud, 

which continues growing (Fig. S3a), while at the same time the core of the particle shrinks. This process is 

named out-process.21 The cluster-cloud appears to be amorphous (FFT insets in Fig. S3b; supporting infor-

mation). Figure 3c shows that after the out-process, the matter dissolved in the cluster-cloud starts gradually 

migrating towards the core-nanocrystal. This process of cluster adsorption is named in-process21. In order to 

show that formation of cluster-cloud is not limited to thin liquid layers (where no bulk solution around the particle 

is possible), we have done our study in two different areas, at the center and at the edge of the liquid pocket. 

Imaging shows that cluster-cloud can be formed at the edge as well as at the center of the liquid pocket (Fig. S4b 

and Fig. S4c). These results can be supported by the observation made by Ruikang and his co-workers of cluster-

cloud mediated crystallization for Pd nanoparticle, in a silicon nitride based liquid cell (thickness more than 100 

nm)21. 

The sequences of ADF-STEM images in Figure 3c extracted from movie S3 shows that the core nanoparticle 

expands while the size of the cloud decreases (more detail in Fig. S3b). This clearly shows that the matter 

expelled from the polycrystalline nanocrystal to the cluster–cloud returned to participate in the particle 

growth, which gradually becomes a distinct monocrystalline particle (FFT in the inset top right Fig. 3c). Both 

series in Figure 3 a and c show that at t = 135 s, the Au nanoparticle starts as a particle with different lattice 
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orientations, indicating a polycrystalline nature during the out-process, while in the following growth step 

the crystallinity of the particle gradually increases to form a monocrystalline particle. The monocrystallinity 

is preserved during the in-process, where the particle at t = 195 s shows a high degree of crystallinity (FFT 

in inset). Figure 3b shows a schematic representation summarizing this typical process of out-and-in relaxa-

tion pathways allowing the maturation of the nanoparticle from a polycrystalline nanocrystal to a single, well-

defined nanocrystal. The question that arises is, how the matter in the cluster-cloud can be adsorbed by the 

core nanocrystal to improve its crystallinity in this ripening process.  

Figure 3d shows two typical high-resolution ADF–STEM images and their corresponding FFT patterns of 

the particle before and after multiple out- and in- processes. The high-resolution ADF-STEM image at t = 

135 s corresponds to the primary nanocrystal produced by nucleation via condensation, which exhibited a 

polycrystalline structure. This is revealed by the corresponding FFT pattern, where the coexistence of more 

than four different lattice orientations inside the particle is documented. At t = 145 s and during the out-

process the particle shrinks in size while its crystallinity improves. The ADF-STEM image and its corre-

sponding FFT pattern of the particle after 145 s shows only one domain of the crystal lattice. This improve-

ment in crystallinity means that disordered and amorphous areas are expelled during the out-process, while 

maintaining the dominant crystallized central part of the primary particles (Zone Z1). In the next step, the 

matter expelled into the cluster-cloud is back-adsorbed to the nanocrystal, which implies that the particle 

grows and it becomes monocrystalline at t = 195 s. The corresponding FFT pattern at 195 s shows a mono-

crystalline pattern oriented approximately along [111] zone-axis direction. 

 
Figure 3. Gold nanocrystal relaxation and growth processes via cluster-cloud. a Sequential ADF-STEM images 

showing the typical out-process with an inset FFT pattern (top left) of the cropped square regions (red), showing 

the polycrystallinity of the initial nanocrystal seed. b Sequential schematic representation series showing the com-

plete cluster-cloud mechanism of out and in processes. c Sequential ADF-STEM images showing the typical in-
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process with an inset FFT pattern (top right of the sequences) of the cropped square region (red), revealing the 

monocrystallinity of the crystal after several out-and-in relaxation steps. The snapshots in a and c are extracted 

from movie S3. d. High-resolution ADF-STEM images (top) and their corresponding FFT patterns (bottom) of the 

nanocrystal obtained after nucleation and after out- and -in processes documenting the maturation phase of the 

nanoparticle based on the exchange of matter with the cluster-cloud. ADF-STEM images are shown in false 

colour.

In order to further consolidate our finding, we performed systematic studies to exclude any possible effects 

of the electron beam on the out-and-in relaxation process. The out-and-in relaxation process was captured at 

two different reduced electron dose 170 and 90 electrons/Å2s (see Figure S5 in supporting information for 

more details). In addition, even with no electron beam irradiation at all the out-and-in relaxation process was 

captured. Provoking that electron beam itself could not induce this process. The out-and-in relaxation was 

not rare or exexeptional, in contrary this phenomenon occur frequently. More case are provided in figure S4 

in the supporting information, where cluster-cloud shown to be existing for particles with different sizes and 

shapes. Furthermore, this process is not only specific to the nanocrystallization of Au nanoparticles in 5 mM 

solution, but also appears in different precursor concentration (e.g. 2.5 mM and 20 mM. see Figure S6 for 

more details). In addition the electron beam induced temperature increase should be of no significance 

[ref5a].These experimental evidences show that nanoparticle crystallization via cluster-cloud is independent 

of the electron beam irradiation and is universal phenomenon in nanocrystallization. 

 Our study also allows for deriving information about the composition of the cluster-cloud. High-resolution 

ADF-STEM imaging reveals the coexistence of two types of clusters in the cluster-cloud; clusters of around 

1 nm in size and ultra-small diffuse clusters < 1 nm (Fig. S3 supporting information). The real time observa-

tion (Movie S3) shows that both categories of clusters were ejected simultaneously into the cluster-cloud. 

Then, the larger, unstable clusters can be dissolved in the cluster-cloud as single atoms and/or ultra-small 

clusters.  

We followed in real-time at atomic level the evolution of the interface between the cluster-cloud and the core 

nanoparticle during the out-and-in relaxation processes. Regarding the growth of the nanocrystal being fed 

by the Au atoms in the cluster-cloud, we can distinguish two processes. i) In-relaxation by means of monomer 

attachment: single atoms and ultra-small clusters, dispersed in the cluster-cloud during the out-process, are 

observed to reattach to the seed crystal during the in-process (Movie S3). Figure 4a shows a series of high-

resolution ADF-STEM images acquired during the in-processes of the nanocrystal in movie S3, the zoom-in 

on the interface between the nanocrystal and the cluster-cloud shows amorphous Au and/or ultra-small clus-

ters attached to the nanocrystal, leading to the formation of new atomic layers, highlighted with white arrows. 

The monomer attachment governing this in-process allows the formation of a monocrystalline particle.  

The other growth process involves larger clusters: ii) In-relaxation by means of rapid coalescence process: 

In this second type of in-process, rather stable clusters are formed via the aggregation of atoms and ultra-

small clusters inside the cluster-cloud (Fig. S7). The stability of these clusters can be explained by the magic 

cluster size in classical crystallization theory. The stability of these magic clusters is explained in terms of 
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geometric closed-shell structure, where the cluster form a complete closed shell of close-packed atoms with 

no vacancies at the surface of symmetric polyhedron. Thus, at certain number of atoms, shape and structure 

the cluster reach the maximum stability, which can be improved by addition of extra-atoms forming larger 

clusters. These structures have been generally observed in clusters of gold and other platinum group metals. 

Thus, at certain number of atoms, shape and structure the cluster reach the maximum stability, which can be 

improved by addition of extra atoms forming larger clusters. These structures have been generally observed 

in clusters of gold and other platinum group metals43,44. In our study, nanocrystals supposed to expel matter 

in the cluster-cloud, where two type of clusters can be expelled; one type continue existing and growing in 

the cluster cloud then involve in rapid coalescence process. The second type is not stable, it dissolve in the 

cluster-cloud, this can be related to the number of atoms, the instable shape and structure leading to a disso-

lution in the cluster cloud to be adsorbed by the crystal later by monomer attachment process. Which make 

sense, since the expelled matter itself is the less crystalline and the disordered part of the nanocrystal. Figure 

S3 shows the dissolution of instable nanoclusters and Figure S8 show more details about the stable expelled 

nanoclusters. 

The real-time observation of one of these larger clusters (Movie S4) shows a typical in-process based on 

rapid coalescence. Figure S8 is a series of high-resolution ADF-STEM images showing step-by-step the 

coalescence of four nanoclusters (in the cluster-cloud) with the core-nanocrystal. At the beginning of the 

observation (t = 100 s) the cluster-cloud shows no clusters, then at t = 104 s four nanoclusters have formed 

inside the cluster-cloud. These clusters coalesce with the core-nanocrystal, which leads to a rapid growth step 

of this central nanocrystal. Figure 4b shows the zoom-in at the interface between the cluster-cloud and the 

core-crystal showing step-by-step the coalescence of four nanoclusters with the core-nanocrystal. The red 

arrow shows the bridge formed as starting point of coalescence, and the white arrows in the following images 

show the new crystalline phase that is added to the crystal during the coalescence
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Figure 4.  In-relaxation process of a poorly-crystallized particle to form a single crystal. a  Sequential high-reso-

lution ADF-STEM images of the interface between core-particle and the cluster-cloud, showing single atoms and 

ultra-small clusters (black arrows in the zoom-in) dissolved in the cluster-cloud attaching to the core-particle to 

form new atomic layers (white arrows). b Sequential high-resolution ADF-STEM images of the interface between 

core-particle and the cluster-cloud, showing clusters, which first form in the cluster-cloud, and then attach to the 

core-particle by bridge-induced (red arrow) coalescence to form new epitaxial atomic layers (white arrows). Im-

ages are shown in false colour. 

 

 

Compared to in-relaxation governed by monomer attachment induced crystallization and shape rearrange-

ment, which leads directly to a well-defined crystalline nanoparticle as described above, the in-relaxation by 

means of coalescence showed an incomplete crystallinity improvement, which needs to be completed with 

monomer attachment to bring the crystal from a poorly-crystalline to a monocrystalline state. Our observa-

tions (Fig. 5) show that this process occurs simultaneously with an out-process, where the poorly-ordered 

and amorphous phases are expelled to the cluster-cloud, while the nanoclusters attach to the core-crystal. 

Figure 6a shows a series of ADF-STEM images of one particle undergoing coalescence-induced crystalliza-

tion: During the coalescence process, detachment of monomers occurs simultaneously, allowing for an in-

trinsic relaxation (e.g. strain relaxation induced by twin boundary migration (red solid lines in Figure 5a)). 

This leads to a higher degree of crystallinity and shape reconstruction as well as elimination of defects (Fig. 

5a-right). The starting nanoparticle contains different lattice orientations, disordered phases, and amorphous 

phases (Fig. 5a-left). During the coalescence of the clusters with the nanoparticle, the shape and the structure 

of the particle fluctuate from one state to another and the crystal simultaneously ejects the disordered and the 

amorphous phases via monomer detachment (out-process), eventually leading to full relaxation of the crystal 

(Movie S4). Figure 5b shows a diagram detailing the coalescence and monomer detachment; the first diagram 

depicts a disordered nanoparticle, which is simultaneously involved in a coalescence process with nanoclus-

ters and the detachment of monomers from the disordered phases. This leads to a better-ordered nanocrystal 

without defects and without amorphous phase (the middle diagram). After complete ejection of the disordered 

phase, the monomers forming the cluster-cloud attach to the cluster to form a final monocrystalline particle 

(right diagram).  

 
Figure 5. Multiple relaxation mechanisms occurring simultaneously. a. Sequential high-resolution ADF-STEM 

images (shown in false colour) of a core nanoparticle surrounded by a cluster-cloud, documenting the coalescence 

of the crystal with distinct clusters, which occurs simultaneously with monomer detachment and attachment (green 
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circles). b. Schematic representation showing step-by-step the nanocrystallization of the particle via multiple sim-

ultaneously active processes: coalescence, monomer detachment, and monomer attachment. In the diagrams the 

arrows indicate the direction of the monomers (red= detachment and green= attachment). The blue lines indicate 

the lattice planes, the grey part inside the particle indicates the amorphous part, and the grey outside indicates the 

cluster-cloud. 

    

In summary, our work on in-situ STEM using GLCs undoubtedly offers a direct atomic level and real time 

observation of the very early stages of Au nanoparticles formation in a supersaturated aqueous solution. Our 

observations clearly show that during nanoparticle growth and the so-called maturation phase of the nano-

crystal via multiple out-and-in relaxation processes, the exchange of matter between the nanocrystal and its 

cluster-cloud involves different pathways leading to a mature monocrystalline nanoparticle. The observed 

out-process is based on expelling matter from the poorly-crystalline parts of the initial seed nanoparticle into 

the diffuse cluster-cloud. These expelled clusters dissolve in the cluster-cloud and eventually re-adsorb on 

the crystal in two distinct pathways (i) in-process via monomer attachment and (ii) in-process via cluster 

coalescence. We showed that the in-process by means of monomer attachment is very efficient and sufficient 

to rapidly bring the crystal from a poorly-crystalline phase to a monocrystalline phase. However, cluster 

coalescence is not sufficient for proper maturation of the crystal, as it is only important for recrystallization 

and shape transformation, whereas the cluster coalescence does not lead to a complete monocrystalline na-

noparticle. The other, simultaneously active process, namely triggered by monomer attachment, eventually 

allows the formation of the complete monocrystalline phase. Compared to the previous study conducted by 

Ruikang and co-workers  on the role of cluster-cloud in nanocrystallization of Pd naocrystals21, which showed 

a limited information and no observation of the out-and-in relaxation process at atomic level especially at the 

interface between nanocrystal and its cluster-cloud. Our study prove the universality of cluster-cloud induced 

crystallization process and provide an exact atomistic description of the mechanisms governing nanocrystal-

lization via cluster-cloud formation. Our imaging at atomic level into nanocrystal, the cluster-cloud and at 

the interface between them, show that the out-and-in relaxation for nanoparticle maturation is more complex 

at that level, where different relaxation pathway are possible. Our real time observations also enable us to 

observe the simultaneity of different relaxation process during the matter exchanges in order to bring the 

nanocrystal to mature state.  In his study, Ruikang was only able to speculate about the exact mechanism of 

out-and-in relaxation, where they hypothesise that it is related to clusters separation and aggregation. How-

ever, in our study, we are able to observe the exact atomic pathways of the out-and-in relaxation, and conclude 

that these processes are due to a detachment of matter in form monomers and clusters and attaching by atomic 

attachment and/or clusters attachment. 

    The findings reported in this letter confirm the previously suggested growth of particle via cluster-clouds 

and expand the current understanding by uncovering the detailed, atomic scale mechanisms of non-classical 

nucleation and crystallization theory. The atomic-resolution insights revealed in our study are important to 

understand nanoparticle growth mechanisms and the nanocrystallization pathway of nanocrystals in the mat-

uration phase, and thus provide an in-depth insight into nanomaterial's synthesis for the particular system 

investigated. 
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